This pattern was developed in an investigation, other results of which are in [4] . If JBi is a linear subspace of H, ( , )i is an inner product for H lf and the identity is continuous from {H lf ( , )J to {H, ( , •)}, {flΊ, ( , )J ί s sa id in [6] to be continuously situated in {H, ( , •)}• The setting in Theorem 4 of a pair of complete inner product spaces, one continuously situated in the other, is discussed in [1] , [2] , [6] , and [7] . Additional results in Theorems 2 and 3 relate the shadow inner product, the inner product ((1 -T*T/β 2 ) , •)' in those theorems, and the inverse-shadow inner product ( , ) β>τ . In contrast to Theorem 4, an example at the end of the paper shows that {H u ( , )β tT } may be complete even when the closure in H x H of T is not a function.
Here is an example to which Theorem 1 applies (with iϊ= JBΓJ. Start with a complete infinite dimensional inner product space {H\ ( , •)' }> a one-tό-one (continuous) operator T on H r with range a dense, proper subspace of H', and a closed subspace Z of H f such that ZΠ T (H f ) is {0}. Now, with P the orthogonal projection of H f onto Z L , there is, by the Axiom of Choice, an algebraic complement JBΓj . of Z in H f of which T(H') is a subspace and, with ( , •) the inner product on H x such that (x f y) = (Px, Py) f , {H u ( , •)} is com3 390 GEORGE GOLIGHTLY plete and for x in H x (x, x) <; (x, x) f . Yet the restriction of T to H x is not continuous in {jHi( , •)}• Of course, the above construction uses the Axiom of Choice, as the result of [8] implies it must. However, this use is not in constructing T but in selecting the subspace H x of H f . Throughout the paper, {H, ( , •)} is a complete infinite dimensional inner product space and H x a dense subspace of H. If some variation of the symbols '(•, •)' denotes an inner product for the space S, then the corresponding variation of '|| IΓ denotes the corresponding norm for S. For instance, Hα?]!^ = [(as, x) Theorem 1, by (x, y) 
The following argument is offered. In general (when T is onlyclosed and not defined everywhere), H 2 need not be dense in H.
To show that H 2 is a linear space, suppose S t is the linear space of all JJ-valued sequences, S 2 is the subspace of S x to which z belongs only in case Σ?=o ll^li 2 converges, and for z and w in S 2 (z 9 w) = Σ"=o (^ W P)> SO that {S 2 , < , •>} is a complete inner product space. Suppose D is the set of all x in H such that for p > 0 cc is in the domain of T p and Γ the linear transformation from D to Si such that for p ^ 0 (Γx) p = (Tfβ) p x. Note that iί 2 = T~1(S 2 ), a linear space, and that f, restricted to iϊ 2 , is a linear isometry from {iϊ 2 , ( , ) β>τ } onto a subspace of S 2 . Suppose y is a convergent sequence in {ίί 2 , ( , )^,r} Then Γ^/ is convergent in S 2 , with limit z in S 2 . Since, for p ^ 0 the sequence {(Tjβ) p y, (TJβ) p+1 y) has values in the closed transformation T/β and limit (ujmϊ) .
Hence, for p > 0 e p = u p -(pl)y is in £7. Thus, the linear space Ό includes both Y and HQY.
Suppose that Z is an algebraic complement of Y in H of which U is a subspace. Suppose φ is the algebraic projection of H onto Z with kernel F and that C is the operator on H such that Cy -0 and for m a positive integer Ce m = e Λ+1 . Since the operator-norm of C is 1, Σ~=o ||(C/2) p ίc|| 2 converges on H.
Suppose T is C + (^ -1) and m is the number-sequence such that m 1 = 1 and for % > 0 m w+1 = (n + 1)1 -m n . Then for n > 0 Γ»( βl ) = e n+1 + m.T/ and || Γ' (x, y) 
y). Then (i) β is not less than the operator-norm for T in {H\ (-, •)'}, (ϋ) with T* the adjoint of T in {H\ (.,.)'} and x and y in H x (x, y) = ((1 -T*T/β 2 )x, y) f , and (iii) in case H f Φ Hi and {H u ( , •)} is complete, so that H -H lf then β is the operator-norm for T in {H\ ( , •)' } and for T on Hj^ in {H u ( , •)' }•
Proof Since H ι is dense in H' and T continuous on H r , the operator-norm for T in {JET, ( , )'} is the operator-norm for T on ίZi in {H l9 ( , .)'}• Suppose that for x and y in H x (x, y) 
Thus, β is not less than the operator-norm for In view of (i), (iii) is established.
REMARK. Here I will describe why I call an inner product, an operator T on {if, ( , •)' }> and a dense, proper subspace H ι of H', and yielding a shadow inner product ((1-Γ*Γ) , •)' for H, such that {H^ ((1 -T*T) , -)'} is complete, will be pursued in Example 3. T^Tjβ^x, y) 
THEOREM 3. Suppose, as in Theorem 2, that {H\ ( , •)' } is a complete inner product space, that H ι is a dense subspace of H', and that T is an operator on {H\ ( , •)' } such that T(H t ) lies in H x . Suppose that β is a positive number and that, with T* the adjoint of T in {H', ( , •)' }> (i) β is not less than the operator-norm for T in {H\ ( , •)' } and (ii) 1 -T*T/β 2 is a one-to-one transformation on H x . Then for x and y in H, the formula {x, y)" = ((1 -

) is closed in H', and H' Φ H, then the restriction of T to Hi is not continuous in {H l9 ( , •)}• (Despite the conven-tion of the introduction, here ( , •) is not given beforehand).
Proof Note that, since 1 -T*T/β 2 is a one-to-one function when restricted to H lf {H lf ( , )"} is isometrically isomorphic to the subspace (1 -T^T/βψXH,) of {H\ ( , •)' }• Thus, writing ( , •) in place of ( ,.)", {H lf ( , •)} is complete if and only if (l-T*27/3
2 ) 1/2 (iϊi) is closed in H f . Suppose n is a positive integer and each of x and y is in H^ We have An argument for most of the following, known to the author through work of MacNerney [6] , may be found in [1] (Lemma, p. 316), in which it is partly attributed to Friedrichs [3] . No argument will be offered here.
±((T/βYx,(T/βyy)
Suppose {H u ( , •)' } is complete and continuously situated in {H, ( , •)}> in the sense that H γ lies in H and there is a positive number c such that || || ^ c|| | Γ on H lf that H x is dense in H, and that B is the adjoint of the identity function from {H lf ( , •)' } to {H, ( , •)}> so that B is that linear transformation from H to ίZΊ such that for x in H x and y in H (x, y) = {x, By)'. Suppose C is an operator on {H, ( , •)}• Then (Cx, y) ; hence, the operator-norm in {H u ( , •)' } for the restriction C ± of C to i^ is the operator-norm for C in {#, ( , )} and if C is nonnegative in {H, ( , •)} C x is nonnegative in {H u ( , •)'}; and (5) if C(H) is dense in H and C is one-to-one the formula (x, y)" = (C" 1^, C" 1^) defines an inner product for C{H) such that {C(H), ( , )"} is complete and continuously situated in {H, ( , )} and the adjoint of the identity function from {C{H\ (-, •)"} to {H, ( , •)} is CC* on if, where C* is the adjoint of C as an operator of H into itself. Moreover, for the adjoint Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows from Lemma 1. To argue necessity, let e be a number such that for x in u^ ||cc|| 2 ê dl^lli) 2 
